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Later it was followed by a Q&A session. Rajiv
Malhotra talked about:
-

-

Rajiv Malhotra’s upcoming book titled Indian
Grand Narrative is rapidly becoming the theme
for numerous events, conclaves, lit fests, and
manthans. As part of book project, he gave a
very important lecture at the WAVES
conference in Delhi on the central importance
of Shastras in the Indian Grand Narrative.
An important original insight is introduced for
the first time. He explains why Vedic dharma
has survived while most other “pagan” (preAbrahamic faiths) disappeared around the
world. He then shows how serious threats to
our shastras now comes from the PostModernist form of Marxism. Video.

Swadeshi Muslims

The need for a reformation in Islam based
on mutual respect
The need to engage the Muslim
community instead of appeasement which
leads to radicalization and ghettoization
How a Swadeshi Muslim is much more
than being merely an Indian Muslim

Lecture. Q&A.

Discussion with Shri Vallabh Bhanshali

In this conversation with Rajiv Malhotra, noted
philanthropist and meditation exponent
Vallabh Bhanshali explains the history,
architecture and message of one of India’s
most amazing world heritage sites – the Global
Vipassana Pagoda near Mumbai. In the final
conversation near the historic Bodhi tree, they
discuss how meditation, inward exploration
and cutting edge mind sciences can act as a
bridge between tradition and modernity.
Video.

Hinduism in the US Army
Rajiv Malhotra announced the launch of a
game-changing new movement, Swadeshi
Muslims as part of the larger Indian Grand
Narrative project during a lecture in Mumbai.

Manga Anantatmula is a proud Hindu and
Tamilian serving in the US Army. In this
interview with Rajiv Malhotra she explains
what being Hindu means in USA and especially
in the US Army.

Rajiv Malhotra and Madhu Kishwar discuss if
there a Deep State in India with well-defined
objectives and mandates and which works
behind the scene pulling the strings. Whenever
there is dissent or deviation from a certain
ideology, they tend to stifle such voices. Video.

Other Episodes on our Social Media
Channel
She describes her experiences in championing
Hindu dharma as a Senior Advisor for Political
Outreach for American Hindu Coalition and
agrees with Rajiv Malhotra that one can be a
proud Hindu and a patriot simultaneously and
that negotiating for one’s identity is a part of
the American identity formation process.
Video.

Interview with Mohan Bhagwat of RSS 1, 2
Piyush Goyal: Is China a Threat?
My 25 Years of Research on Indian Mind
Sciences
Interview with Radio Karishma
My Encounter with Confused Experts

Kerala Floods

Regional Language Subtitling of Episodes
Regional language subtitles are now available
for current, upcoming and archive videos.
Subtitles are being made available in Hindi,
Kannada, Tamil, Malayalam, Marathi, Bengali,
Telugu and Gujarati. We are looking for
volunteers to help us with translation work.

Projects supported by your donations
In the context of the August 2018 Kerala floods
and the huge fund raising ostensibly for relief
work, Rajiv Malhotra had stressed the need for
proper due diligence before making donations.
He was then attacked and defamed on social
media by leftist outlets as being pro-Hindutva
and anti-humanity.
In separate interviews Rajiv Malhotra clarifies
his position, highlights his personal experience
with relief work and together they explore
hidden agendas behind foreign aid
organizations. With Vivek Agnihotri he
discusses why it is important to demand
accountability for such funds raised (Video).
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Stipends for top scholars
Book printing
Research Assistants for new books
Conferences with high impact
Video production for the mainstream
Translations/transcriptions of our articles
& videos into Indian languages
7. General fund for institutional expenses.

To donate, please visit:
https://infinityfoundation.com/donate/

